Discussion

We found that the learning environment and self-improvement in terms of the sense of skill retention regarding mental health activities differed according to years of experience, and it appeared that at each career stage, there are characteristics in the learning environment/self-improvement required to improve the sense of skill retention.
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Purpose To clarify the sense of difficulty in mental health activities by occupational health nurses, as well as the characteristics of skills retention and future learning tasks.

Methods Self-administered questionnaire surveys were conducted. A cluster analysis was performed of 36 items regarding mental health activities, which were classified into categories. The years of experience were divided into 5 levels, i.e. 0–4 (novice), 5–9 (early–mid), 10–14 (late–mid), 15–19 (pre-management), and 20 or more years (late management), then the responses were compared between the 5 levels.

Results Mental health activities were classified into 6 categories, including the ‘construction of relationships of trust between workers and the manager, and data collection’, ‘assessment and support of individual consultations’, ‘support for job reinstatement and cooperation with relevant individuals within and outside of the enterprise’, ‘provision of information to workplace groups and organisations’, ‘construction of a mental health support system as a workplace organisation’, and ‘support for cases that are difficult to manage’. As the years of experience increased, the number of nurses who had difficulty in their activities decreased. However, even in the management level, there was a strong sense of difficulty in ‘support for cases that are difficult to manage’. The sense of retaining skills increased with the increase in experience. With regards to future learning tasks, for all levels of experience many nurses indicated ‘support for cases that are difficult to manage’. Novices indicated ‘assessment and support of individual consultations’.

Discussion Suggestions for training measures according to each career level were obtained. Among novices, training is needed for the ‘assessment and support of individual consultations’, while for nurses in their early- to mid-career or after, ‘support for cases that are difficult to manage’ as well as focusing on group and organisational support was considered appropriate.
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Introduction In order to conduct effective occupational health nursing (OHN) services to groups and organisations, it is necessary to do assessment, planning, implementation and evaluation in line with the nursing process continuously. For that, systematisation of OHN diagnosis is necessary so that the three processes of planning (nursing diagnosis, nursing goal, nursing care) can be systematically utilised in particular. The purpose of this study is to develop OHN diagnosis (diagnostic index, related factor), nursing goal, nursing care in the mental health for groups and organisations, taking ‘chronic high stress state’ as an example.

Methods Development was advanced by 7 OHN researchers and 10 OHN practitioners, receiving supervision, referring NANDA-I nursing diagnosis and Arizona University NIC. ‘Chronic high stress state’ which is one of nursing diagnosis in mental health in OHN, an OHN science system was constructed in a format systematically showing three processes.

Result In the nursing diagnosis name ‘chronic high stress state’, examples of diagnostic indicators were the bad results in stress survey at workplace and the number of workers on leave due to mental disorders. Examples of relevant factors are the qualitative burden of work, the quantitative burden of work. In addition, the nursing goal showed that mental health disorder decreased, new incidences of mental health disorder decreased, nursing care showed recommendations to managers, recommendations to health and safety committee, and so on. Discussion By systematically arranging the three processes of ‘chronic high stress state’, the problems of group and organisation (nursing diagnosis and diagnostic index) and its factors (related factor), targeted form (nursing goal), appropriate nursing support, these relationships became clear. In addition, ‘Chronic High Stress Condition’ is considered to be the basis for constructing a highly versatile system with high support needs in the development of OHN diagnostic system in mental health.